
Codfish

The Portuguese discovered the cod in the fifteenth century, at the time of the great
voyages. They needed products that were not perishabtlec,otuhlad withstand the long
journeys, which sometimes took more than three months cirnogstshe Atlantic.

After several attempts to fish at Portuguese coast, it nwdatshfei ideal fish near the North
Pole, were the first to go fishing cod in Newfoundland (aC),anwahdich was discovered in
1497. There are records that in 1508 the cod accounted for 10% of the fish sold in
Portugal.

In 1596, in the reign of King Manuel, was sent tothcoelloecf tththeefitsihery in
Newfoundland ports of Entre Douro and Minho. Also fishecdofdoroff the coast of Africa.

The cod was immediately incorporated into the diet aayndonies toofdthe major
traditions. The Portuguese became the largest consumercsoodfin the world.

Portuguese Dry Codfish is made since the 16th century when caravels began to travel on 
the North Sea. Portugal on the top of the list of world’s codfish fishermen. Nowadays 
Portugal 26% over fishing of cod in Norway. Yearly catch just in Norwegian waters is 3000 
tonnes.

“We give to Portuguese the recognition for being the
first to introduce in power, this precious fish, univeyrsall
known and appreciated.”
(Auguste Escoffier, chef-de-cuisine French, 1903).



Codfish
Scientific name (Gadus morhua)

Among the various species of fish sold as cod we highlig:hGt tawdous morhua, or true
cod, inhabiting the cold waters of the Atlantic Ocean, riengtihoens of Canada and the
Norwegian Sea. It is also caught in Iceland and Russia.



Codfish
Scale
Cod is opened longitudinally. Two thirds of the backbone
mechanical removed. Then its washed removing all traces of
blood and viscera. Finally, the fish is stacked homogeonneous
tubs with salt.

Salting
After removal of the tubs, cod is placed on pallets fish by fish. 
The fish that was down to go up and vice versa. It takes at least 
for a month, ensuring optimum and uniform cure and the 
flavour and texture of the traditional cod.

Artificial drying
Cod is placed in trays and enters a drying tunnel whesre it stay
36 to 120 hours depending on their size and thickness. The
operation is repeatedly interspersed by rest periogds durin
which turn the fish to be stacked on pallets.
This process is essential to stabilize the moistudre level an
obtain thus a homogeneous drying and the moisture content
permitted by law (<47%).

Natural drying Natural
In natural drying fish is exposed to wind and sun, being
extended in the morning and collected at the end of the day.
This process is repeated until the fish display the degree of
humidity allowed by law (<47%).

Processing the codfish by the unique Portuguese way



Codfish
Dry Salted Codfish

After salted and dried the colur is straw and stays even

After cooked, breaks down flaky and tender clear, unmibstleakfalavor and
sublime. Cod is recommended in all international cuisine.



Codfish
Dry Salted Codfish
Our products are supplied with every legal formality fofristhhineg and treatment of this
king of product.
The industry has an Auto-Regulation System (HACCP) uacntsd aprreodprocessed
according with the Good Practice Code of FAO/OMS forissha,ltaecdcofmplishing the
Regulations CE n852, n853/2004, n466/2001 and the PortusgeuLeaw n25/2005

Special
First Class fish (with perfect salting process and consteiorvna) –

weight > 3Kg; Price per Kg – About30,0€

Course
First Class fish (with perfect salting process and consteiorvna) –

weight > 2Kg; Price per Kg - About 25,0€

About Prices It varies depending of quantiftiethseanyedapr.eEraiocdh o

order is to negotiate

Packaging New cartooned boxes, for food use. 25kg or 15Kkg

Conservation Keep in cold, from 0º to 7fº dCireelcstius, protected o

lightening

Before cooking Keep in safe water with less tdhuarnin1g42º4Cteolsi4u8s

hours and substitute water 3 to 5 times, depending with the

salted flavor preference

Consumption Simple cooking in water, passinign boyr buasikninggincoal

recipes created by great chefs

Consumers General population, includindgrernis,kegldroeurlpy,s (chil

pregnant women and patients)
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